Research Methods in Psychology (PSYC 381-02)
Instructor: Jackie Parke, Psy.D.
Office Hours: By Appointment
Required Textbook
Smith, R. A., & Davis, S. F. (2013). The psychologist as detective: An introduction to
conducting research in psychology (6th ed.). Upper Saddle River, NJ: Pearson.
Publication manual of the American Psychological Association (6th edition).
Washington, DC: American Psychological Association.
Additional handouts and websites may be utilized.
Course Description
Prerequisites: PSYC 103C, SOCS/MATH 265C. An introduction to qualitative and
quantitative research methods in psychology, including experimental, quasi-experimental,
and correlation approaches. Students will learn to think critically about research,
assessing threats to internal and external validity. Students will consider ethical issues in
research and will learn to design and conduct research, including searching the literature,
using SPSS to analyze data, and writing formal research reports using APA style.
Student Learning Outcomes
This course is designed to give students in psychology an overview of research processes
and problems. Some of the specific outcomes for the course are:
1. To enhance students’ abilities to be thoughtful, reflective, and active consumers
of research in the field of psychology.
2. To provide a foundation for making informed choices about the ways in which
research can improve professional practice in psychology.
3. To explore the appropriateness of different research paradigms for various
questions in the field of psychology.
4. To review basic elements of sound research design: method, measurement,
sampling, data collection, analysis, and reporting.
5. To improve students’ understanding of the implications and assumptions of, and
opportunities for mutual enrichment among various approaches to research. These
include qualitative and quantitative research, primary and secondary data
research, and basic and applied research.
6. Additionally, at the end of the course a student will be competent to understand
and evaluate psychological literature, work in a research setting, produce a
research paper and go on to advanced research courses. The emphasis in the
course will be on understanding and evaluating research methods used in research
projects. This course will differ from statistics courses in that very few formulas

will be introduced and the student will not be required to memorize the ones that
are presented. While the course will evaluate quantitative methods, very little
computation will be done by the students as the computer has relieved us of this
necessity. We should all, however, become familiar with the computer. VUSC's
computer labs utilize a sophisticated, yet user friendly, research program called
Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS)—(Microsoft Excel works pretty
well too!).
Relation of Course to Psychology Major Requirements
Research Methods represents an important area of the field of psychology and is required
for psychology majors.
Course Content
Main topics of this course correspond to the chapters from the text. Each of these
chapters provides general overview of specific area of Research Methods. Additional
readings and assignments will be used to help you integrate material learned from the
text, how it is utilized in the field of psychology, and relates to the general public.
Online Component
This class will utilize Vanguard University’s online courseware—Moodle. Each student
will be required to set up an account. Throughout the course of the semester, I will utilize
the course site to post notes, activities and a variety of material. Additionally, you will be
able to track your grades and course progress. Please set up an account and log in at
learn.vanguard.edu.
Course Requirements and Assignments
1. Both attendance and participation are important to your learning in general as well
as to this class in particular. Both count toward your final grade in this course as
well.
2. There will be ten in-class quizzes administered (see course schedule for dates).
These 10-question quizzes will primarily cover content that was included in the
week’s reading assignment. They may also challenge you to use critical thinking
regarding the material you read.
3. There are two Saturday lab class meetings that occur for this course. There will be
an assignment due after each lab. Note that attendance at the Saturday labs is
mandatory. If you miss one, your grade will be lowered by two letter grades.
If you miss both, you will not pass the class.
4. There will be three in-class exams administered (see course schedule for dates).
Each exam will contain material from the assigned reading as well as relevant
lecture, discussion, group projects, and classroom media presentations. Exams
will include 50 multiple choice questions (2 points per question) and two extra
credit questions. It is the responsibility of the student to notify the instructor as
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soon as practically possible if an exam will be missed. Makeup exams will only
be granted in the event of extenuating circumstances (e.g., a family emergency,
unforeseen illness, etc.).
5. There will be three research project assignments. These short papers are
specifically designed to build into your final research project proposal at the end
of the semester. Each of them involves writing one step of your proposal.
6. A final research project proposal is due at the end of the semester. This involves
writing a 10-12 page APA-format paper as well as providing a 10-minute
presentation to the class regarding your project. See grading rubrics at the end
of the syllabus for more information regarding how these will be graded.
Evaluation Components
Graded Component
Point Value
Attendance (5 points per day)
85
Participation
85
10 Quizzes (10 points each)
100
Saturday Assignment #1
50
Saturday Assignment #2
50
3 Exams (100 points each)
300
Research Project Assignment #1
50
Research Project Assignment #2
50
Research Project Assignment #3
50
Final Research Proposal Paper
90
Final Research Proposal Presentation
90
Total Possible Points =
1000
NOTE: All assignments must be turned in by 6pm on their due date. No late
assignments will be accepted. Assignments must be typed and submitted through
Moodle. Assignments will not be accepted via email.
Grading Overview and Policies
Your grade in this class is determined by the total number of points you have at the end
of the semester, regardless of the points of other students. There is no “curve” for
grading. You should therefore feel free to help each other learn, study, and succeed in
class (of course, not during your tests or quizzes). Indeed, there is good evidence that
those who help others learn are actually helped by the helping. Explaining a concept to
another student will often help you to better learn and retain that concept.
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The grading scale is as follows:
Letter Grades (Based On % of Total Points)
93% - 100% = A
73% - 76.9% = C
90% - 92.9% = A70% - 72.9% = C87% - 89.9% = B+
67% - 69.9% = D+
83% - 86.9% = B
63% - 66.9% = D
80% - 82.9% = B60% - 62.9% = D77% - 79.9% = C+
00% - 59.9% = F
Letter Grades (Based On Number of Total Points)
930 – 1000 = A
730 – 769 = C
900 – 929 = A700 - 729 = C870 – 899 = B+
670 – 699 = D+
830 – 869 = B
630 – 669 = D
800 – 829 = B600 – 629 = D770 – 799 = C+
0 – 599
= F
Attendance
Attendance and participation are both important aspects of your learning experience in
general and this course in particular. There will be a sign-in sheet during each class
session, and it is your responsibility to sign in at the beginning of each class session.
If you miss a class, it is your responsibility to obtain any assignments and submit them on
the required due date. As previously stated, all assignments are due by 6pm on the
due date. I will not accept late assignments.
Makeup Examinations
It is the responsibility of the student to notify the instructor as soon as practically possible
if an exam will be missed. Makeup exams will only be granted in the event of
extenuating circumstances (e.g., a family emergency, unforeseen illness, etc.). Each
student needing to take a make-up exam must schedule an acceptable time with the
professor. The professor reserves the right to alter the style of the make-up examination.
There will be no make-up work on the research assignments, in-class quizzes, or
Saturday assignments.
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Accommodations
The Disability Services Office offers resources and coordinates reasonable
accommodations for students with disabilities. Reasonable accommodations are
established through an interactive process between you, your professor(s), and the
Disability Services Office (DSO). If you have not yet established services through the
DSO, but have a temporary or permanent disability that impacts your learning, attention,
mental health, vision, hearing, physical health, or other disabilities that may require
accommodations, you are welcome to contact the DSO, located in the Scott Academic
Center, Office 244, 714-619-6483, disabilityservices@vanguard.edu.
Students with a documented learning disability who would like to request appropriate
accommodations should contact Barbi Rouse, Director of Learning Skills, Scott
Academic Center second floor, 714-619-6478, barbi.rouse@vanguard.edu.
Academic Integrity
Students who violate university standards of academic integrity are subject to disciplinary
sanctions, including failure in the course and suspension from the university. Since
dishonesty in any form harms the individual, other students and the university, policies
on academic integrity are strictly enforced. I expect that you will familiarize yourself
with the academic integrity guidelines found in the current student handbook.
IMPORTANT: Work must be ORIGINAL; plagiarism is a very serious offense, will
likely lead to failure of the assignment, and may even lead to failure of the course or
expulsion from the university (please see current University Catalog). If students have
any questions about what is or is not plagiarism, they should be sure to consult with the
instructor BEFORE submitting an assignment.
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Course Schedule of Readings, Assignments, and Activities
Date

Topic

Reading / Assignments Due

August 28th

Introduction to Course

Text Chapter 1

September 4th

Writing and Assembling an
APA-Format Research Report

Text Chapter 14
In-class Quiz #1

September 11th

Developing a Good Research
Idea and Conducting an
Ethical Project; Qualitative
Research Methods

Text Chapters 2 and 3
In-class Quiz #2

September 18th

Exam #1: Chapters 1 – 3 and 14

Saturday, September 21st
(8am – 12pm)

The Research Process: Central
Tendency and Variability

Reading will be posted on
Moodle

September 25th

Nonexperimental Methods

Text Chapter 4
In-class Quiz #3
Saturday Assignment #1 Due

October 2nd

Using the Scientific Method;
Conducting a Good
Experiment (Part I)

Text Chapters 5 and 6
In-class Quiz #4
Research Assignment #1 Due

October 9th

Conducting a Good
Experiment (Part II)

Text Chapter 7
In-class Quiz #5

October 16th

Exam #2: Chapters 4 – 7

October 23rd

Internal and External Validity

Text Chapter 8
In-class Quiz #6

Saturday, October 26th
(8am – 12pm)

Data Analysis

Reading will be posted on
Moodle

October 30th

Using Statistics to Answer
Questions

Text Chapter 9
In-class Quiz #7
Saturday Assignment #2 Due
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November 6th

November 13th

Experiments with Two
Groups; Experiments with
More Than Two Groups

Text Chapters 10 and 11
In-class Quiz #8
Research Assignment #2 Due

Exam #3: Chapters 8 – 11

November 20th

Experiments with Multiple
Independent Variables

Text Chapter 12
In-class Quiz #9
Research Assignment #3 Due

November 27th

Thanksgiving Holiday
(No Class)

None

December 4th

Alternative Research Designs
Research Proposal
Presentations (Day 1)

Text Chapter 13
In-class Quiz #10

December 11th
(6pm – 8pm)

Research Proposal
Presentations (Day 2)

Research Proposal Paper Due

NOTE: You cannot miss the Saturday Workshops. If you miss one, your grade will
be lowered by two letter grades. If you miss both, you will not pass the class.
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Grading Rubric for Research Assignment #1
	
  
Research Assignment #1 is basically the “Introduction” section of the research proposal
paper that you are writing over the course of this semester. Pick a research topic that is of
interest to you and that you could reasonably conduct a study to explore (e.g., don’t pick
the effects of space travel on sleep patterns because you probably couldn’t realistically
conduct a study on that as an undergraduate). You will not actually be conducting this
research this semester, just writing a proposal that describes what you would do.
This #1 assignment involves writing a three-page introduction section that introduces
your topic and summarizes five empirical articles that were previous studies conducted
on the topic. It should introduce your topic, provide a short “literature review” about
these articles that you found, and explain the “gap” in the literature that your study would
fill. In other words, based on these five articles that you’ve summarized, what do you see
as an unanswered question or unsolved problem related to the topic that you would
explore with your study?
Since this is an introduction to a bigger paper, try to synthesize information about the
articles in what you write (rather than talking about one study, then the next one, then the
next one, etc.). Try to integrate and synthesize information. Also, try to write a sentence
or two that states what your research hypothesis is!
The literature review should include mainly research articles (not commentary, review or
opinion articles) that have been published within the past ten years. The review of these
articles should demonstrate how previous research “leads up” to your research project –
what is the gap in the literature and our current understanding that you are trying to fill by
conducting your project? This is the rationale for your research. You should include a
statement of the current research problem and the research hypothesis. The relationship
between the past research literature and how that informs your hypothesis should be
clear. The introduction provides the context for your study; hence there is always
literature that is relevant to your research problem. At a minimum the introduction
portion of your paper should be 3 pages in length with at least five empirical research
references from peer reviewed journals (i.e., research articles from refereed professional
journals that report the findings of a research study), and these research articles must
make up at least 80% of the total references in your paper. For the purpose of a research
paper, inappropriate references (if excessively used or exclusively used, thus leaving out
research articles) include textbooks, non-empirical articles (e.g., commentary or opinion
articles), and popular books/articles (such as TIME magazine, or Psychology Today).
Review articles can be useful and appropriate to include, as long as they are not the
majority of your references (not more than 20% of the total references in your paper).
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Grading Rubric for Research Assignment #1

APA-format Title Page
Introduces the topic of study
Provides information regarding five empirical
articles that are recent (within the past 10 years)
Synthesizes and integrates information,
demonstrating critical thinking
Demonstrates what the “gap” in the literature is
Includes a sentence or two that states the
research hypothesis
APA-format References Section
Overall writing style and APA formatting

Points Possible
5
5

Points Earned

13
5
5
5
5
7
Total Possible = 50

Total Score =
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Grading Rubric for Research Assignment #2
In Research Assignment #2, you are integrating feedback and edits on your Research
Assignment #1 then building upon that revised introduction section by adding a methods
section to your research proposal. Thus, when you turn in this assignment, it is a paper
that contains everything you wrote for assignment #1 plus a new methods section. The
methods section describes how you would actually conduct the research. Remember: you
will not actually be conducting this research this semester, just writing a proposal that
describes what you would do.
This Method section should include the following subsections: Design; Participants;
Materials; Procedure. Use APA-formatted headings with levels so that your reader can
see the different subsections of this Method section.
Design - You should describe in detail what design (e.g., observational;
experimental - between-subjects or within-subjects; quasi-experimental nonequivalent control group design, interrupted time-series design, etc.) you used
and what the important variables (I.V.s & D.V.s) and operational definitions were.
Participants - You should describe how many participants you ran and how the
participants were selected. What was your sampling procedure?
Materials (Apparatus) - You should describe any materials you used in the
research, such as tests, questionnaires, computers, video cameras, etc.
Procedure - You should include the entire process that the participant went
through when he or she participated in the experiment. You should include a
description of what happened to participants in each condition and how they were
assigned to each condition (e.g., self-selected conditions, randomly assigned to
conditions, etc.).
Once you have integrated feedback from Research Assignment #1 and written this
Method section, “take a step back” from your paper and look at it as though it is destined
to become a cohesive research proposal. Does it flow well from beginning to end, with
transitions in between paragraphs? Is there an introductory paragraph at the beginning of
the paper that explains to the reader what you are about to tell them? Is there a
concluding paragraph at the end that summarizes everything sofar? Does the order in
which you present all of this information flow well?
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Grading Rubric for Research Assignment #2

APA-format Title Page
APA-format Abstract
Integrates edits and feedback from Research
Assignment #1
Method: Design
Method: Participants
Method: Materials
Method: Procedure
APA-format References Section
Overall flow and organization of proposal
Overall writing style and APA formatting

Points Possible
5
5

Points Earned

5
5
5
5
5
3
5
7
Total Possible = 50

Total Score =
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Grading Rubric for Research Assignment #3
In Research Assignment #3, you are integrating feedback and edits from your Research
Assignment #2 and consolidating them into a cohesive research proposal.
While you spent time thinking about a possible experimental design when you wrote
Research Assignment #2, now try to refine and clarify the details of that design as you
write Research Assignment #3. Some of this refining and clarity will come from
integrating feedback you were given, but you also want to make sure that you include
enough detail that will eventually satisfy the requirements of what your “final vision”
should be for this project (see next page for those details). For example, if you now know
that you will have an experimental and a control group, specify how the participants will
be placed into those groups.
Since you have been writing this proposal in phases, make sure that you now have a
consistent future tense throughout your paper. For example: “The participants will… The
procedure will involve… The experimenter will…”
Keep in mind that your “final vision” for this research proposal is that you will have
written a paper that someone else could read, and they would gather enough information
and detail from just reading your proposal that they could go out into the world and
replicate your study.

APA-format Title Page
APA-format Abstract
Integrates edits and feedback from Research
Assignment #2
Method: Design
Method: Participants
Method: Materials
Method: Procedure
APA-format References Section
Overall flow and organization of proposal
Overall writing style and APA formatting

Points Possible
5
5

Points Earned

5
5
5
5
5
3
5
7
Total Possible = 50

Total Score =
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Grading Rubric for Final Research Proposal Paper
You will prepare a proposal for a research project, to be turned in as an APA-formatted
paper. The research should be quantitative (not qualitative), empirical research. The
proposal must describe empirical research and should be pragmatically possible and
appropriate for this class. For example, drug research is not acceptable unless you are in a
situation where you could actually conduct such a study. Proposals should be for ethically
sound research; ethically questionable studies are unacceptable. The final written
proposal paper will include a review of relevant research literature, the rationale for your
project, and a thorough description of how the actual research was conducted. The paper
must be in APA style (6th edition, 2010).
APA-format Title Page
APA-format Abstract
Introduction: Clear statement of research
problem; clear statement of research
hypothesis; literature review with recent
articles; clear rationale for research
Method: includes Design, Participants,
Materials, and Procedure sections
References
Overall writing style and APA formatting
(10 = exceptional quality of writing;
9-7 = well-written and mostly consistent with
APA format; 6-4 = contains grammatical
errors, unprofessional vocabulary;
3-0 = writing style is poor enough to detract
from reader’s understanding due to
grammatical errors, spelling, formatting, etc.)

Points Possible
5
5

Points Earned

30
30
10

10

Total Possible = 90

Total Score =
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Grading Rubric for Final Research Proposal Presentation
You will sign up to present your research proposal presentation on a specific date toward
the end of the semester. The presentation will provide a brief 10-minute overview of the
“main points” of your research project.
Points Possible
Upload: PowerPoint file is
uploaded via Moodle by at
least 6pm on day prior to
presentation (note that this
deadline is determined by
your presentation date, not
by what Moodle says the
deadline is)
Handout: Presenter provides
a 1-page handout to their
peers and instructor that
summarizes the “key
points” of their research
proposal
(this should not be the
PowerPoint slides)
Communication: Presenter
clearly yet succinctly
explains each part of the
research project;
demonstrates knowledge of
the literature and project;
well-organized and
prepared
Engagement: Presenter
engages the class (asking
questions, etc.) and sparks
their interest; speaks freely
rather than reading slides;
stays within 10-minute
limit
PowerPoint: shows “key
points” rather than a lot of
text; is visually appealing
and well-formatted

Points Earned

10

10

25

25

20
Total Points Possible = 90

Total Score =
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